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It is a classical result that the nil radical of an associative algebra with 
minimum or maximum condition on left ideals is nilpotent. The analogous 
result for Jordan algebras, that the nil radical is nilpotent in the presence of 
the minimum or maximum condition on inner ideals, was long an open 
problem. The result for algebras with minimum condition was the only 
remaining gap in Jacobson’s analogue for Jordan algebras of the Artin-Wed- 
derburn theory. The result for algebras with maximum condition posed an 
obstacle to the development of a Jordan analogue of the Goldie theory. 
Recently this problem *has been settled by Zelmanov, who gave a uniform 
proof of nilpotence of the nil radical for linear Jordan algebras with 
minimum or maximum condition over a ring of scalars containing l/2. In 
the present work we slightly modify his methods to handle the general case 
of a quadratic Jordan algebra over an arbitrary ring of scalars. The key is 
the construction of annihilator inner ideals. 
Throughout we consider quadratic Jordan algebras J over an arbitrary 
(unital, commutative, associative) ring of scalars Cp. For convenience we 
work entirely with unital algebras, since any nonunital Jordan algebra can be 
imbedded in its unital hull 3 = @ 1 + J. (We remark that if one prefers to deal 
with nonunital algebras one must modify many of our detinitions: one must 
work with strict inner ideals U,j c B, annihilators must satisfy Vz,Xf= 0, 
etc.). Thus our J carries a product U, y quadratic in x and linear in y, and a 
distinguished element 1, such that 
(QJl) U, =I, 
(QJ2) u.x v,,x = vx,, ux = uutxjy x9 
’ (QJ3) Uu(x)y = Ux u, ux 
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hold strictly, where the trilinear product U,,, y = {xyz} = V,,,z is obtained 
by linearizing U, y. The unit element 1 gives rise to a squaring operation 
x2 = U, 1, whose linearization is x o y = U,,, 1 = VX,Y 1 = V, y. For linear 
Jordan algebras (where l/2 E @) everything is determined by the product 
x y = (1/2)x 0 y. (For the basic properties of quadratic Jordan algebras see 
Ill or [31.) 
From the defining identities we can deduce the further identities 
The powers of an element are defined by x0 = 1, x1 = X, x”+’ = U,x”; then 
(QJ9) U,, U,, = U,,,,, V,m,,m = V,.,,, U,. = q. 
For an arbitrary element u E J we can form the (nonunital) u-homotope 
flu’ with operations 
(QJlO) U’!$)= U,U,, V”;= Vx,u(ujy, V!!)= V,..,, x2”)= Uxu, 
(QJl 1) X(“+l.Y) = UxyhX)* 
An inner ideal B a J is a subspace B c J with U,J c B, an outer ideal 
has U,C c C, and an ideal K a J is a subspace which is both inner and 
outer. An element x in J generates a principal inner ideal U,J, another 
important way of generating inner ideals is by means of annihilators (see 
Section 1). The inner ideals play the role of one-sided ideals. We will be 
concerned with algebras having the maximum condition (ascending chain 
condition act) or minimum condition (descending chain condition dcc) on 
inner ideals, or perhaps on those inner ideals contained inside a given ideal 
of J. 
Any Jordan product having a factor in an ideal K a J falls back in K 
(e.g., K’, K 0 J, U,J, U,K, {JJK}); we have the usual factor algebra 
uf = J/K. 
A Jordan algebra is nondegenerate if it has no trivial elements z # 0 
(elements with U, = 0); the smallest ideal L such that J/L is nondegenerate 
is the lower radical L(J). If J is nondegenerate, so is any ideal K a J. 
An ideal is nil if each of its elements z is nilpotent (some power z” = 0). 
There exists a unique maximal nil ideal, the nil radical Nil(J), and J/Nil(J) 
has no nil ideals. 
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An ideal K is solvable if some derived ideal D”(K) = 0 (where Do(K) = K, 
D(K) = U,K, and Dkt ‘(K) = D(Dk(K))), is Penico-solvable if some Penico- 
derived ideal P”(K) = 0 (where p(K) = K, P(K) = U,J, and Pk+ ‘(K) = 
P(Pk(K))), and is nilpotent if K” = 0 (where the power K” is spanned by all 
products of n or more factors from K, where U, counts as 2 factors x). Here 
the powers of an ideal need not be ideals (or even inner ideals) in J. The 
powers are related to the multiplication algebra AJ(K) of linear transfor- 
mations on J generated by the U,, V, for x in K by ([4, (22~(23), p. 4741) 
(4512) K*“+’ c MJ(K)” K, M(K)” K c K”+ ‘. 
An algebra is semiprime if it has no solvable ideals (equivalently, no 
nilpotent ideals); the smallest ideal B such that J/B is semiprime is the Baer 
(or semiprime or prime) radical B(J). 
An ideal is locally nilpotent if every finitely generated subalgebra is 
nilpotent; the smallest ideal such that J/L is free of locally nilpotent ideals is 
the locally nilpotent radical Lx(J). 
By the theorem of Slin’ko-Hogben [6], if I CI K CI J and K/l has no 
solvable ideals, then I u J. This shows that Nil(K), Lot(K), L(K), and B(K) 
are ideals in J when K is an ideal in J. 
In general we have the inclusions 
(QJ13) Nil(J) 
3 Lot(J) 3 
3 L(J) 7 B(Jl 
A deep unpublished theorem of Zelmanov assets Lot(J) IL(J); we can 
establish this easily when J has chain conditions. Our task will be to show 
that Nil(J) = B(J) is nilpotent if J has act or dcc. In the case of linear 
Jordan algebras, Slin’ko established nilpotence of B(J) for the act in [ 7] and 
Zelmanov gave a uniform acc-dcc proof in [8]. The dcc result was extended 
to quadratic Jordan algebras in [5 1. In the present work we handle the act 
and dcc simultaneously up to the last point (Step 3, Section 3), where the act 
case follows easily but the dcc case still seems to require one part of the 
machinery of [S]. 
1. THE ZELMANOV ANNIHILATOR 
To fully exploit the chain condition, we need a method of generating 
inner ideals that has something to do with nilpotence. In the case of an 
associative algebra the situation is easy: the left and right annihilators 
of a set X, Ann,(X) = {z]zX=Ol and Ann,(X)= {z]Xz=O}, are 
respectively left and right ideals, satiafying Xc Y =+ Ann,(X) 1 Ann,(Y), 
Y c Ann,(X) o XC Ann,(Y), hence XC Ann,(Ann,(Ann,(X))) and 
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Ann,(X) = Ann,(Ann,(Ann,(X)) ((T, S) = (L, R) or (R, L)). The latter 
property guarantees that the algebra has dcc on left annihilators iff it has act 
on right annihilators; so for these special kinds of one-sided ideals either 
chain condition implies the other. 
We wish to have a similar theory for Jordan algebras. Here we will not 
have a left or right: we should have a single annihilator which is an inner 
ideal. There are two other properties of associative annihilators that we wish 
to retain in the Jordan case: the annihilator of a set X coincides with the 
annihilator of the subspace @X = {C aixil a, E @, Xi E X} spanned by that 
set, and the annihilator of an ideal is again an ideal. We are thus led to 
consider correspondences assigning to each subset XC J of a Jordan algebra 
an inner ideal L?(X) in such a way that 
(AI) Q(X) is an inner ideal in J, 
(AII) annihilation is order-reversing: XC Y => G?(X) 2 Q(Y), 
(AIII) annihilation is linear: 6?(X) = @(@X), (1.1) 
(AIV) annihilation is ideal: if K (1 J is an ideal in J, then 
so is its annihilator Q(K) 4 J. 
Such a correspondence will be called an annihilator. A symmetric 
annihilator satisfies the additional condition 
(AV) annihilation is symmetric: Y c Q(X) o XC 63’(Y). 
From this and AI1 we see that annihilation determines a Galois correspon- 
dence, 
@VI) Xc @l@(X)), 
VW Q(WWQ)) = QW 
(apply CZ to AVI via AII, and substitute a(X) for X in AVI). Then in view 
of AI1 and AVII we see J has act on inner ideals of the form Q(X) iff it has 
dcc on such inner ideals (for example, if a(X,) is decreasing, then @(@(X,,)) 
is increasing, and if the latter sequence terminates, @(L?(X,,,)) = 
CZ(a(X,+ ,)) = ... , then so does the former in view of Q(@(n(X,,,))) = 
a(ol(ol(X,,,+ i))) = ... and AVII). Thus either chain condition implies the 
other, and in this case we say J has chain condition on annihilators (cca). In 
particular, if J has act or dcc on all inner ideals then it automatically has 
cca. 
Another immediate consequence of innerness AI and symmetry AV is 
(AVIII) annihilation is principally increasing: GZ(U,J) 2 67(x) for the 
principal inner ideal generated by x. 
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Indeed, L E Q(x) s-xx@(z) (by AV) s- U,Jcod(z) (by AI)*zE 
aW,J) (by AV). 
Any symmetric annihilator correspondence (1.1) has associated with it a 
local version: for each ideal I 4 J the I-annihilator 
a?,(X) = I n @I(x) (XCI) (1.2) 
assigns to each subset of I (not of all J) an inner ideal of J contained inside 
I, in such a way that 
(AI’) G!,(X) is an inner ideal of J contained in 1, 
(AII’) Xc YcZ~Z~oI,(Y)~@,(X), 
WI’) @,(x) = @,t@Xl, 
(AIV’) if K a J is an ideal of J contained in 1, then so is its 
annihilator, a,(K) a J, 
(AV’) Y c a,(X) * Xc @f,(Y), 
@VI’ 1 X = @A@,(x)), 
@VII’) @,t~A@pII(Xl)) = Gsl,GQ 
(AVIII’) GpG,( U,J) 3 aI for x E I. 
Once more, either act or dcc on all inner ideals of J contained inside I 
implies the chain condition on annihilators (cca) inside I (the act and dcc on 
all a,(X)), because of the fundamental annihilation principle: 
(A’) annihilation B + 6Y1(B) is an anti-isomorphism of period 2 on the 
lattice of annihilator inner ideals B = a,(X) inside I. 
By basing our proofs on annihilator inner ideals we will be able to treat the 
act and dcc cases simultaneously. The local version allows us to treat 
algebras having chain conditions on inner ideals contained in a given ideal 1, 
but perhaps not on all inner ideals. 
Our first order of business is to exhibit such a correspondence a. For 
linear Jordan algebras Zelmanov [8, Lemma 2, p. 6971 discovered the 
correct annihilator 
Zann(X) = {z E JI zox= [z,J,x]=O}. (1.3) 
Here [z, ., x] = [V,, Vz] = V,,, - I’,,, is the standard inner derivation. For 
such z we have V,,, + I’,%, = V,,, = 0 as well by QJS, hence 2V,,, = 
2V,,, = 0. In the presence of l/2 this implies V,,, = V,,, = 0. Conversely, 
V,,, = 0 implies x o z = I’,,, 1 = 0 and hence V,,, = Vx., - V,,, = 0 by QJS, 
therefore I’,., - V,,, = 0. Thus the annihilator in the linear case may be 
more simply described as the linear Zelmanov annihilator 
Zann(X) = {zj V,,, = 0) = {zl v,,, = 0). (1.3’) 
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Unfortunately this simple formula does not yield an inner ideal in quadratic 
Jordan algebras where l/2 is not available, and the defining conditions for 
the quadratic Zelmanov annihilator do not remain linear. This quadratic 
version was discovered by Loos [3, p. 1041 but never put to use. 
1.4. ZELMANOV ANNIHILATOR PROPOSITION [8, Lemma 3, p. 6781. The 
correspondence assigning to each subset X of a quadratic Jordan algebra J 
the set Zann(X) of all elements z satisfying 
(i) iJzx=O, (ii) U,z = 0, (iii) V,,, = 0, 
(iv> V,,, = 0, (v) u, u, = 0, (vi) U, U, = 0 
for all x in X, is a symmetric annihilator which coincides for linear Jordan 
algebras with the linear Zelmanov annihilator (1.3’). 
Proof: We must verify AI-AV of (1.1). Here the order-reversing 
property AI1 is automatic, symmetry AV follows from the symmetry of 
definition (1.4) in x and z. Linearity AI11 is not immediately clear since the 
defining conditions (1,4)(ii, v, vi) are not linear in x; however, for these 
quadratic terms we note that for x,x’ in X we have (ii) Ux,xSz = Vx,zx’ = 0 
by (iv), (v) 17, U,,,, = V,,, V,,,, - VuCzjx,x, = 0 by 456, (iii, i), and similarly 
(4 U&X, u, = VP,, VW - vx;‘.uwx = 0 and all conditions in (1.4) hold for 3 
ax as soon as they hold for x by homogeneity. Thus (1.4) holds for any 
linear combination in @X. 
To verify innerness AI of Zann(X), we must show it is a linear subspace 
containing U,a for all a in J as soon as it contains z. Linearity follows from 
AI11 and symmetry AV. To see z’ = U,a satisfies (1.4)(i-vi) it suffices to 
observe 
U,x=U,U,y=V,,,y=O*U,yEZann(x). (1.5) 
Indeed, (9 UufzJy x = U, U,, U,x = 0 by 453; (ii) U, U, y = 0; (iii) Vu(zjY,x = 
-V”(zky + VdwI = 0 by linearized 454; (iv) dually; (v) UoCz,,,Ux = 
uz uy u* ux = UzI-UxUz uy - VW uy VZJ + UlXZYl + U”wJ(r,y,Y~ = 
-uuwx uy - Uuwx,r uyvz,, + uz U,xyr, + uz Uuwu~r,y,y = 0 by 45% 457, 
and QJ2 (vi) dually WJufz,, = -U, UUcrjx - L U, UUcr,x,r + U,,,,, U, -t- 
U u(xw(z)y,y uz = 0. 
For idealness AIV we must show that when K is an ideal in J, 
then Zarm(K) is an outer ideal, U,z E Zann(K) for all z E Zann(K) 
and a E J, since it is already an inner ideal. Once more we verify 
(l.rl)(i-vi) for z’= U,z: (i) U,,k= U,U,U,kE U,U,K=O by QJ3 and (i) 
(since U,k E K when K is an ideal); (ii) Ukz’ = U,U,z = 
{-‘auk - ‘k”, ‘k + ukw + UUCk,a,a~Z (by QJ7 with y= l)= 
-U,(U,z) - Vk U,(V,,, 1) + U,z + V,,,a = 0 by (ii), (iv) since k 0 a, 
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U,aEK; (v) U,,U,J=U,U,U,U,JcU,(U,K)=O by QJ3 and (i). For 
(iii) = (iv) and (vi) we need to observe the further relation 
U1.K = 0 (z E Zann(K), K a J) (1.6) 
since U,,, = -Vr,k + I’, V, = I’, V, by QJS and (iii), where V, VkJc V,K = 
V,,, 1 =0 by (iii). Then for (iii) we have V,,,, = VUco)r,k= 
-VUcajk,r + Va,,mk, E -V,,, + Va,I,tr,kja = 0 by line=ized 454, (iv), and 
(1.6); dually for (iv); while for (vi) iJ,U,,Jc U,U,U,J = 
i-u, ucl Uk - Vk,a u* va,, + U,*ak, + U”w”w*,zlJ = -UzK - Vka UZK + 
U U(r,kjo + U,,,J= 0 by 453, 457, (i), and (1.6) (or we can use QJS once 
(i)-(v) hold for k, z’). Thus (1.4) holds for z’, and Zann(K) is outer. 
It remains to show that the definition (1.4) reduces to (1.3’) in the case of 
linear Jordan algebras. Clearly (l.rl)(iii-iv) imply (1.3’). For the converse, 
we assume z satisfies (1.3’) and derive (1.4)(i, ii, v, vi) from the absence of 
2-torsion: (i) 2U,x = {zxz} = VL,Xz = 0, (ii) 2U,z = {xzx) = VX,Zx= 0, (v) 
4U, U, = 2U, U,,, = 2{ V,,, V,,, - Vuf,,X,X} = 0 by 456, dually (vi) 4U, U, = 
21 vx., vx,, - vx,“(r~xl = 0. a 
1.7. Remark. Our arguments for (1.3’) showed V,,, = 0 iff VL,X = 0, so 
(1.4)(iii) and (1.4)( iv are equivalent. The identity QJ8 shows that U,x = ) 
UXz= VL,X=O implies U,U,= U,U,, so (1.4)(v) and (1.4)(vi) are 
equivalent in the presence of (1.4)(i)-(iv). Thus we really need to check only 
one from each pair: (1.4) simplifies to 
Zann(X)= (zl UZx= UXz= V,.,= U,U,=O). I (1.8) 
1.9. Remark. If B is an inner ideal, then (1.4) simplifies to 
Zann(B) = {z 1 U,B = U,z = (zBJ} = 0) BGIJ 
since then (v) = (vi) is automatic: U, U, J c U,B = 0. 1 
1.10. Remark. The six conditions of (1.4) reduce to two in the case of 
nondegenerate algebras 
Zann(X) = {z 1 V,,, = U, U, = 0) 
= {zl v,~,=u,u,=o} (J nondegenerate) 
since then (iii) = (iv) and one of (v) or (vi) imply all the others: they imply 
w, = ULx, w2 = UXz, w5 = UZUXa, w6 = U,U,a are trivial by QJ3 when 
U, U, = 0 or U, U, = 0, therefore each wi vanishes by nondegeneracy. # 
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1.11. Remark. If X consists entirely of trivial elements, then (1.4) 
becomes 
Zann(X)= {zlU,x= V,,,=O}. I 
By suitable surgery we can remove annihilators. 
1.12. LEMMA. In J= J/ZannL(K) we haoe Zanq(K) c Zann,(D(K)), and 
if U,Z = U,K = 0 even Zanq(K) c Zann,(P(K)). Thus if Zann,(D(K)) = 
Zann,(K) (e.g., if D(K) = K), or if Zann,(P(K)) = Zann,(K) with U,Z = 
U,K = 0, then we have Zann#) = 0 in x 
ProoJ To show 5~ Zarq(K) implies z E Zann,(D(K)) (resp. P(K)) it 
suffices by (1.9) to show U,b = U,,z = {zbJ} = 0 for all generators 
b = Uxa(x, a E K) of the ideal D(K) (resp. x E K, a E J for P(K)). By 
hypothesis we have U,K + Uzz +- {z K J} c Z = Zann,(K). Thus U,z = 
U,U,U,zEU,U,ZcU,Z (ZuJ by AIV’)=O, {zbJ}=(zU,aJ}= 
-{uU,zJ}+{{zxu}xJ} where {{zxu}xJ}c({zKJ}KJ}c{ZKJ}=O 
and either U,z E U,Z = 0 by hypothesis in the case of P(K) or else a E K 
and {a U,z J} c {K U,z J} c {K Z J} = 0 in the case D(K), and finally 
U,b = U, iJ,u vanishes since either U, U,u E U,K = 0 by hypothesis in the 
case of P(K) or else a E K and U, U,u = { U,U, - V,,,U,,: t Uf.‘(zjx,.r - 
U U(X)Z,Z - UP, + UP,,, V,}u E U,Z - V,,,Z + Uz,,K - Uz,,K - UzK + 
Uz,JK = 0 in the case of D(K). Thus z lies in Zann,(P(K)) or Zann,(D(K)) 
respectively. 1 
We remark that the above inclusion may be strict: z E Zann,(D(K)) does 
not imply U, U, x = 0 for all x, y E K, hence P need not be in Zanq(K). 
In general it is not true that if N is nilpotent modulo a nilpotent ideal M, 
then N itself is nilpotent. This is true, however, for M= Zann,(N). 
1.13. LEMMA. Zf N is solvable or nilpotent modulo Zann,(N). then N is 
solvable or nilpotent in J. 
Proof: Solvability is easy: D*(I) = 0 in r= J/Zann,(iV) implies D”(N) c 
Zann,(N), D”’ ‘(N) c U,D”(N) c U,,, Zann,(N) = 0. For nilpotence, if 
Is;in = 0, then N” c Zann,(N), so by 4512 N*“+ ’ C. N’(N)“N c HJ(N)N” c 
M,(N) Zann,(N) = 0 since the generators U,, V, of M,(N) kill Zann,(N) 
(U,Z = 0 by (1.4)(ii), V,Z = V,+, 1 = 0 by (1.4)(iv)). m 
It is also important that nilpotence leads to annihilation. 
1.14. LEMMA. Zf B is a nonzero nilpotent subulgebru of Z, then the 
annihilator of its derived algebra D(B) is nonzero: B” = 0 * 
B”-’ c Zann,(D(B)). 
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Proof. If B”=O and zEB”-‘, then U,z = U,B = {z B B} = 0 since 
these products fall in B”. Then by (1.5) U,,z = UzUbc= Vz,bc= 0 for 
b, c E B implies U,c E Zann,(z), therefore D(B) c Zann,(z), hence 
z E Zann,(D(B)) by symmetry AV’. Note that the fact that products of z 
and B vanish is not enough to make z annihilate B-for example, we do not 
know products involving terms from J vanish, such as {z B J}-but it 
suffices to make z annihilate D(B). 1 
1.15. Remark. Many other nonsymmetric annihilators have been 
considered in linear and quadratic Jordan algebras. In the quadratic 
case annihilators Ann,(X)= {zl U(z)X= V(z,X)J=O}, Ann,(X)= 
PI u,u,x= u&Y, J=O), Ann,(X)= {zl Uxz= U,U,J= U,V,,,z=O}, 
Ann,(X) = {z ( V,,,J= U,,JUzX = 0) were introduced in [5, 6.8491. In the 
lineaccaseZ(X)={z~zo(X~X)=(z~X)~X=O}wasusedin[9]forthe 
case X Q J. However, the Zelmanov annihilator (1.3’) has proved to be the 
“correct” notion. 1 
1.16. EXAMPLE. The Zelmanov annihilator of an idempotent e E J is the 
Peirce O-space of e, 
Zann(e) = Zann(J,(e)) = J,,(e). 
Indeed, Zann(e) 13 Zann(J,) 3 J,, is clear from the Peirce relations, and if 
z = z2 + z, + z,, (zi E J,(e)) lies in Zann(e), then z2 = U,z = 0, 22, + z1 = 
{zee}=O show z=zO. 1 
1.17. EXAMPLE. If J is special and semiprime, then there is a semiprime 
associative envelope A for J, and the Zelmanov annihilator of any set is just 
the two-sided annihilator in A, 
Zann(X) = {z E J 1 ZX = Xz = 0). 
Indeed, if J is special, we have Jc E’ for some associative algebra E 
generated by J. Choosing an ideal M of E maximal among those missing J, 
Mn J = 0, we still have J imbedded in the quotient algebra A = E/M, and 
now J is “dense” in the sense that any nonzero ideal of A intersects J 
nontrivially. But whenever J is semiprime and dense in A, then A must be 
semiprime too (a nilpotent ideal B 4 A has Jn B = 0 by semiprimeness of 
J, hence B = 0 by density of J). Once we have a semiprime envelope A, 
zox={zxy}=O implies zx=-xz=cEA has cy=yc for all yEJ, c 
commutes with the generating set J for A, so c lies in the center of A; from 
zxz = 0 we see c* = 0, and a semiprime algebra cannot have nilpotent 
elements in its center, so c = 0 and zx = xz = 0. 1 
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1.18. EXAMPLE (Osborn-Racine). An associative algebra is a domain if 
x, y # 0 implies xy # 0; this is equivalent to the condition that there is no 
annihilation, Ann,(x) = Ann,(y) = 0 for x, y # 0. A Jordan algebra is a 
domain if x, y # 0 implies U, y # 0: we claim this is equivalent to the 
condition that there is no Zelmanov annihilation, Zann(x) = 0 if x # 0. One 
direction is clear: if J is a domain, then U;x # 0 for z, x# 0 shows 
Zann(x) = 0 by (1.4)(ii). The other direction is less transparent. We must 
show U, y = 0 for x # 0 forces y = 0 in the absence of annihilation; note that 
in this case J at least contains no nilpotent elements (z* = z3 = 0 implies 
z E Zann(z)), so it suffices to show y3 E Zann(x’). But from (1.5) we see 
UYx” E Zann(x) = 0 for n > 2 (since U,y = 0 by hypothesis, UxU,,x” = 
U Uh9YX ‘--*=O, and {xyx”}=Uxy~xn~‘=O), therefore Ux2yn=0 for 
n > 1 from (U,, y”)’ = U+Z UYn-I(U,,x4) = 0; hence from (1.5) again 
y” = U, y E Zann(x2) (since U,, y = U,, U, y = 0 and {x2 y y] = x2 0 y* = 0 
since (x2 0 y*)* = Ux2 y4 + U,(U,x”) + y* 0 U,, y* = 0). I 
2. THE NIL RADICAL IN THE PRESENCE OF THE CCA 
Our goal is to show the nil radical is nilpotent in the presence of act or 
dcc on inner ideals. This section harvests the consequences of the chain 
condition on annihilators. 
2.1. PROPOSITION [8, Lemma 4, p. 698). If J is nondegenerate and has 
chain condition on annihilator inner ideals contained inside a nil ideal N, 
then N = 0. 
Proof: We will assume N # 0 and derive a contradiction. Among all the 
annihilators Zann,(z) for z # 0 in N we can choose a maximal one by the 
cca. By AVII’ Zann,(U,a) r> Zann,(z) for any a E J, and U,a remains in 
the ideal N, so by maximality either U,a = 0 or these annihilators coincide: 
U, a # 0 * Zann,( U, a) = Zann,(z). (2.2) 
From this we dedpce that if z(**“‘) = U,w is nonzero for w in N, then no 
higher power of z in the w-homotope can vanish, 
z(“‘“) = 0 * zo,H‘) = 0 (2.3) 
since ~(“3”) = 0 implies w (n + l,‘) = 0 by QJl 1, whereas no power of w in the 
z-homotope can fall in Zann,(z), much less vanish: 
w(“+ I*‘) E Zann,(z) * w(““) E Zann,(U, w) = Zann,(z) 
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(by (1.10) and nondegeneracy wCnTz’ f Zann,(U,w) as soon as Vw,~,;l,l;,l,r, =. 
v’i?fl,:‘V, = v’$?“+ L,i’ = VW,“+l.zj,z and IY~(,,,~’ UUo’,+ = u’$, .) U-:’ zzz u$. L.lI ,j <,.I 
II w(“+ ‘AU, vanish (using QJlO and QJ9 in Jo’), and this happens when 
w(“+‘,” is in Zann,(z)); so if some z-power of w fell in Zann,(z), we could 
work our way back to w(‘~” = w in Zann,(z), contradicting U, w # 0. We 
remark that for general a E J instead of w E N we could work back to 
a”*” = U,z E Zann,(z), but u(‘*~’ = a lies in Zann(z) but not in N. If we 
have the global cca instead of the local cca inside N, we obtain (2.3) for all 
w=a inJ. 
Thus our z is not nilpotent in the homotope P”’ if U, w # 0. This is not 
immediately a contradiction, since it is an open question (related to the 
Koethe conjecture) whether a nil ideal necessarily remains nil in all 
homotopes. However, z must remain nilpotent in certain homotopes, namely, 
those determined by squares: if w = x2 for x E N, we have w(“+ ‘3” = 
x~(~+‘*~’ = Ux(Uxz)” (by an easy induction, n = 0, 1 being trivial and for 
n+2 x 2(n+3,z’ _ - u$‘x(“+“z’ = u; u,(u,(u,z)“) = u,u”(,,,(u,z)” = 
U,(U,z)““); since U,z E N is nilpotent, for large enough n we will have 
(Uxz)” = 0, hence PV(“+‘*” = 0, hence z(“+**~’ = 0 by QJll. By (2.3) this 
forces ~(~3~’ = U, w = 0: 
uzx2=o for all x E N. (2.4) 
In the case of linear Jordan algebras we are done: linearization of this yields 
U,(x 0 y) = 0 for all x, y E N, hence 2U, U,y = 0 (by QJS U,,,y = 
x 0 (x 0 y) - x2 0 y E N 0 N), so all U2r~ are trivial in N (U,, U, N = 0) and 
therefore vanish; hence 22 is likewise trivial and vanishes by nondegeneracy 
of N, so multiplying by l/2 yields a contradiction z = 0. 
For the case of quadratic Jordan algebras we try a different approach, 
showing that certain z remain nilpotent in all homotopes rather than that all 
z remain nilpotent in certain homotopes. Namely, if z* = 0, then z is 
nilpotent in all Jiw’. It is easy to arrange z2 = 0: among all maximal 
Zann,(z) choose z having minimal index of nilpotency. Then zz = 0 because 
otherwise (2.2) with a = 1 shows Zann,(z2) = Zann,(z) is also maximal; yet 
z2 has smaller index than z (z” = 0 for some n > 3 forces UtzzjR I = 
U,. Uz,,-l = 0 using QJ9; hence (z*)“- ‘ = 0 by nondegeneracy), contradicting 
minimality of z. Once we have z2 = 0 we get in succession z3 = 0 (by 
nondegeneracy, since U,,= U,,U,=O by QJ9h u,,,.u, = 
v,,, v,, - I/,,,, = 0 (by 456, QJS), u;,,u,= (U,U,-t U,.Uz$ 
u’ -u z,w z~,w2} U, = U, U,U,, so from QJll UzCm,wj = (U, U,,,)“-‘Uz = 
Lq,’ u, = U(*o#- 1 U, = 0 for suitably large n by nilpotence of z o w E N, 
hence z(“‘~’ = 0 by nondegeneracy. Once we have this, (2.3) shows U, w = 0 
for all w; therefore z is trivial in N and so by nondegeneracy z = 0. i 
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2.5. COROLLARY. If J has ace or dcc on inner ideals inside a nil ideal N, 
then N is lower-radical. 
ProoJ J= J/L(J) inherits the act or dcc inside N= N/L(J), and is now 
nondegenerate; so by (2.1) N= 0 and N c L(J). a 
It is unfortunate that here and in the sequel we have to pass to quotients z 
since Jdoes not inherit the cca and we must revert to the act or dcc to get a 
heritable chain condition. Another possibility would be to use “modular 
annihilators” Zann,(X/L) annihilating X modulo an ideal L (i.e., whose 
image annihilates X in J/L); these annihilators are preserved under quotients, -- 
ZanQX/L) = $Zann,(X/L)) for any quotient map J-r” 7 where X. is any 
preimage of X and 1, L are the complete preimages of 1, E. We will not 
pursue this possibility further. 
We can now improve on the argument of [5, Sects. 2-41. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. If J has act or dcc on inner ideals inside a locally 
nilpotent ideal L, then L is solvable. 
ProoJ We assume L is not solvable and derive a contradiction. We can 
choose a maximal annihilator among those of the form Zann,(M) for 
nonsolvable ideals M CI J contained in L. If M is not solvable, then neither 
are the derived ideals Dk(M); so Zann@(M)) 13 Zann,(D(M)) I> Zann,(M) 
by AII’ forces equality by maximality, 
Zann,(M) = Zann,(D(M)) = Zann,(D*(M)). (*I 
This allows us to reduce to an annihilatorless case: by Lemma 1.12 the 
quotient T= J/Zann,(D(M)) has Zann+(ii?)) = b, and this quotient 
inherits act or dcc inside E and &? remains nonsolvable (in particular 
nonzero) by Lemma 1.13 (recalling (*)). 
Replacing J by x it suffices to derive a contradiction from the assumption 
that J has cca inside a locally nilpotent ideal L containing a nonzero ideal M 
with 
Zann,(D(M)) = 0. (**) 
We can choose an annihilator minimal among those of the form 
Zann,(D(B)) for B = @[z , ,..., z,], a nonzero linitely generated (therefore 
nilpotent) subalgebra of M. Then by Lemma 1.14, Zann,(D(B)) is nonzero. 
(This is why we have been using D(M), D(B) in place of M, B.) But if 
r E Zann,(D(B)) is nonzero, then z & Zarm,(D(M)) by (**), so by AIII’, z 
must fail to annihilate some spanning element b = U, w of D(M) (I, w E M). 
But b lies in D(B’) for the finitely generated subalgebra B’ = 
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@I, 1 ,.**, zr, z, w], so z @A Zann,(D(B’)) and therefore Zann,(D(B’)) < 
Zann,(D(B)), contradicting the minimality of the latter. 1 
2.7. Remark. In analogy with Proposition 2.1, by avoiding quotients we 
can get by with the cca instead of the act or dcc: if J is semiprime and has 
cca inside a locally nilpotent ideal L, then L = 0. Namely, in the semiprime 
case Zann,(M) is forced to be zero without any passing to the quotient, 
since it is a solvable ideal. However, this leads only to the analogue of 
Corollary 2.5 that L = B(L), not the stronger result that B(L) itself is 
solvable. I 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
From this point on we need to bring in the act or dcc inside trivial inner 
ideals to give us sufficient “finite dimensionality” to establish our main result 
that if a quadratic Jordan algebra has act or dcc inside a nil ideal N, then N 
is nilpotent. We break the proof down into three steps. 
Step 1. Nil Implies Solvable 
Let J have act or dcc on inner ideals inside a nil ideal N. By Corollary 2.5 
we have N = Nil(N) = L(N), and by Proposition 2.6 (recalling Lot(N) a J 
for N 4 J) Lot(N) = B(N) is solvable. By QJ 13 we always have Nil(N) 3 
Lot(N); so to see N is solvable it is enough to show L(N) c Lxx(N). By 
radical surgery it is enough if the span Z(N) of J-trivial elements of N is 
contained in LocQ: then J= J/Lot(J) inherits the act or dcc inside fl, so -- 
Z(N) c Loc(a = 0 implies fi is nondegenerate (Ural= 0 * Ura E N J- 
trivial * U$ = iT * 5 E ff is Jtrivial * I = U), therefore L(N) c L(R) = 0 
implies L(N) c Lo@) is locally nilpotent and L(N) c Lot(N). To prove the 
ideal Z(N) is locally nilpotent it suffices to prove each subalgebra Z, = 
@Iz 1 ,**-, zn] generated by a finite number of trivial elements from N is 
nilpotent (every finitely generated subalgebra of Z(N) is contained in such a 
ZCJ. 
But one easily verifies ([5, Lemma 5.141) that such a finitely generated 
subalgebra generated by trivial elements has 
and so is contained in a finite sum of inner ideals B, of the form @z,, U,,,,J, 
V&J, VlkUzi,LjJ. Each of these B, is trivial in the sense that it consists 
entirely of trivial elements, Ue,J = 0, and therefore all subspaces of B, are 
inner ideals in J. (From QJ7 we see that if z and w are trivial then so are the 
inner ideals U,,,J and V,,,J, hence V,,U,,,J is also trivial: each 
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V~,uZ,w,a= Vzcw’= Vl,,+,’ 1, where z’, w’ are trivial.) But then the act or dcc 
on inner ideals inside N implies act or dcc on all subspaces inside B,, and 
therefore Z, c 2: B, also inherits this act or dcc on subspaces. But then 
Zelmanov finite dimensionality asserts that Z, always has act on subs-paces. 
This is obvious in the act case, and follows from properties of artinian 
modules in the dcc case. Namely, if M is an unital module over an artinian 
ring with dcc on submodules, then M also has act on submodules. Now 
M = B, is a unital module over @ with dcc on submodules, but @ need by 
no means be artinian. However, B, remains a module over the quotient Q/z; 
(zi = {a E @ ) czzi = O}), and this quotient ring is artinian (its ideals are its 
@-submodules, and since Q/z: E @zi as @-modules it inherits the dcc on 
ideals from the dcc on submodules of the trivial inner ideal @Zi). Thus each 
B, does have act on submodules, and the same holds for Z, c 2: B,. 
Thus in either case Z, has act on s&algebras and is spanned by trivial 
elements from the trivial B, by (3.1). Thus by a precursor of a theorem of 
Albert-Zhevlakov [4, Proposition 10, p. 481) we conclude Z, is nilpotent. 
This completes the proof the Z(N) c Lot(N), and thereby establishes 
N = Nil(N) = Lot(N) = L(N) = B(N) is solvable. fl (3.2) 
Step 2. Solvable Implies Penico-Solvable 
To show any solvable N is Penico-solvable we modify the argument of [5, 
Sect. 61 to apply to the annihilator Zann. We first carry out a reduction to 
the most solvable case, D(N) = 0: in N 2 D(N) I> 3 D’(N) = 0 it s&ices 
if each ideal Ni = D’(N)/@+‘(N) is Penico-solvable in Ji = J/D’+‘(N), where 
Ji inherits the chain conditions but in addition has D(N,) = 0. We may 
replace J by Ji and assume from the start that D(N) = 0. 
We will assume N is not Penico-solvable and derive a contradiction. The 
key, as it was in Proposition 2.6, is the reduction to an annihilatorless case. 
By the cca the chain Zann,(N) c Zann,(P(N)) c ‘. c Zann,(P’(N)) = 
Zann,(P’+ ‘(N)) = . terminates at some point, where we can assume r > 1. 
If N is not Penico-solvable, then neither are the derived ideals M = P’(N) or 
P(M) = P’+ l(N). In particular, they are nonzero: 
Zann,(M) = Zann,(P(M)) for P(M) = {M JM} # 0, 
where M is spanned by trivial elements. (*) 
Indeed, our hypothesis r 2 1 guarantees it4 = P(P’-l(N)) is spanned by 
elements z = U,a for x E Pr-l(N) c N, and such elements are trivial by QJ3 
when the ideal N satisfies D(N) = 0. By Lemma 1.12 we have Zannd&?) = iT 
in T= J/Zann,(M), using (*) and U!N = 0. Moreover, this quotient 7 
inherits act or dcc inside fl, retains D(N) = D(a) = b and the fact that A is 
spanned by trivial elements (*), and at least has A nonzero though perhaps 
481/67/l-17 
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not non-Penico-solvable. (If ti = 0, then M c Zann,(M) implies 
(MJM) = 0 by Proposition 1.6, contradicting (*).) 
Thus we may replace J by 7 and derive a contradiction from the 
assumption that J has dcc or act inside an ideal M satisfying 
D(M) = Zann,(M) = 0, M # 0 spanned by trivial elements. (**) 
By the cca we can choose an annihilator minimal among those of the form 
Zann,(X) for X a finite set of trivial elements. For any other trivial element 
x E M we have X’ = XV {x} still finite, hence Zann,(X’) = Zann,(X) by 
AII’ and minimality. Therefore any element z which annihilates X 
annihilates all trivial elements of M. But by (**) these span M, so by AIII’ 
such z falls in Zann,(M) = 0 by (**): 
Zann,(X) = 0: v,,xz = 0 * z = 0. c***j 
(For the latter formulation note that (JXz} = 0 implies z E Zann,(X) since 
again all quadratic terms in Proposition 1.4 disappear when D(M) = 0.) 
We can now follow a standard independence-measuring argument. We 
define multilinear maps f,: .P + M by 
f”@, v..., a,)= V(U,,X”) ... V(a,,x,)x, 
for a choice of elements x, from X (allowing repetitions). This is alternating 
in the a’s since it vanishes whenever two adjacent variables coincide (note by 
456 that V,,, V,, ,, = VUcajx, y - U, U,, y = 0 since V,,,, = U,,, = 0 on M 
when D(M) = 0, noting f, is always acting on x,, E M). 
By Zelmanov finiteness (as in Step 1) the trivial inner ideals V,,,.J 
always have act on subspaces, in particular they are finitely spanned; so the 
kernel Ker V,,,,, is finitely cospanned. Then so is the finite intersection 
K= fL,,,xKer CyT say J= CS, Qzb, + K. By alternation f,(J ,..., K,..,, J) = 
*f,(J ,..., J, K) = V(J, xn) . . . V(K, x,)x, = 0 as soon as one variable falis in 
K, since Vx,,x, K = 0 by construction. Thus f,(J,..., J) is spanned by the 
fn(bi.,***, b,,). Since there are only s of these b’s, for n > s one of these must 
be repeated and hence by alternation such an f,( . . . . b ,..., b ,...) vanishes 
(independent of the particular choice of xi from X): 
f, + ,(J ,..., J) = V,,x . . VJ,xX = 0. 
But by (***) we can strip off factors V,,x from this relation until we get 
down to X = 0, a contradiction. g 
3.3. Remark. In the act case we would go directly to nilpotence instead 
of stopping at Penico-solvability. It suffices by the Albert-ZhevIakov 
theorem [4, p. 4791 to show N is finitely generated as an algebra (so 
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solvability and nilpotence coincide). We can actually show N is finitely 
spanned as a @-module. It again suffices to assume D(N) = 0. Choose an 
inner ideal B a N maximal among those finitely spanned. If z is any element 
of N, we will show the inner ideal B’ generated by B and z is again finitely 
spanned; hence B’ = B by maximality and B = N is finitely spanned. 
As in (3.1) we have an expression 
for the inner ideal generated by a finite set of elements Zi . Again each U,J, 
U,,,J is a trivial inner ideal by QJ3, QJ7 when D(N) = 0 (even if z, w 
themselves are not trivial); so it suffices if (i) each piece f,(J,...,J) = 
‘Z/ ,.I “’ Vr,,,JziO is finitely spanned, and (ii) there are only finitely many 
suck pieces, f,(J,..., J) = 0 for m > some s. Here the argument is almost the 
same as above: K = n Ker ULi,lj is finitely cospanned by s elements, f,,, is 
alternating, so f,(J,..., J) is spanned by sm elements and vanishes for 
m>s. I 
Step 3. Penico-Solvable Implies Nilpotent 
If N is Penico-solvable, N 3 P(N) z... r>Pr(N)=O, then N has act or 
dcc on all submodules (this holds in each P’(N)/P” ‘(N) since all subspaces 
P’(N)J>BDP~+~(B) are inner ideals, U, J = P(B) c P(P’(N)) = 
Pit’(N) c B). In the act case N solvable and finitely generated implies N 
nilpotent by Albert-Zhevlakov. In the dcc case we repeat the argument of [5, 
Theorem 7.11 j; this seems to require an unsymmetric annihilator Ann, 
which is linear in X. # 
Thus we have established 
3.4. ZELMANOV NILPOTENCE THEOREM. If a quadratic Jordan algebra 
has act or dcc on inner ideals contained in a nil ideal N, then N is 
nilpotent. I 
3.5. ZELMANOV NILPOTENCE THEOREM. If a quadraticJordan algebra J 
has act or dcc on inner ideals contained in Nil(J), then Nil(J) = Lx(J) = 
L(J) = B(J) is nilpotent. I 
In the dcc case we know Rad(J) = Nil(J), so Rad(J) is nilpotent as well, 
but this is false in the act case. 
The reader should compare this proof with the proof [8] for the linear 
case to see how cluttered and complicated the quadratic case becomes. The 
above proof would simplify quite a bit if we were working over a field 
instead of an arbitrary ring of scalars. (For example, act on subspaces would 
be equivalent to dcc on subspaces, and Step 3 would be unnecessary since 
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Penico-solvability would immediately yield finite dimensionality.) We turn 
now to a very general method of Zelmanov for reducing the ring case to the 
field case. 
4. SCALAR REDUCTION 
The reduction process is designed to show that a certain radical chain .3 
vanishes for algebras in a class @ having chain condition on annihilators ~4’. 
As we are interested in a local version, our class will consist of triples 
(A, Z, @) where Z is an ideal in an algebraic system (linear algebra, quadratic 
algebra, triple system, etc.) A over @. The conditions needed on the 
annihilators are 
(AI) annihilators are local ideals: for each subset JI c @ we have an 
ideal ,GYpI, = G!,(A, Z, @) of A contained in I; 
(AII) annihilation is linear: G?c = noes CPI,; 
(AIII) annihilation is related to I’ = 91, : if a E Qi, z E I, then 
(i) zE@,*cfzELT,, 
(ii) az E a1 * z E a,, for some p = p(A, Z, Cp). 
Note that (AII) implies annihilation is order-reversing, sh c Y * @, Z) a,, 
and (AII) together with (AIII(i)) shows ffa, c L?, . For our class Q we 
postulate 
(CI) Q admits scalar surgery: if (A, Z, @) E Q and Y 4 @ then 
(A/PA, Zf YA, ‘D/Y) E Q; 
(CII) SY admits annihilator surgery: if (A, Z, @) E g and a E 9 then 
(AI@,, II@,, @I E g; 
(CIII) 59 admits localization: if (A, Z, Tp) E Q and Z # 0 is torsion-free 
as a @-module, then (AF, IF, F) E $9 for F = F(e) the lield of fractions of @ 
and A, = F-IA = F @* A the algebra of fractions; 
(CIV) if (A, Z, @) E Q, then A has either (i) dcc on all Q,, or (ii) act 
on all L&Z, for finite subsets 8, c @; 
(CV) if (A, Z, @) E Q for semiprime @, then either (i) there exists an 
a # 0 with 6Y, maximal in the sense that I!%‘~,, = CPI, for all a/3 # 0 (e.g., if A 
has act on all CplJ, or (ii) A has dcc on all al and also al= a/?Z s- 
GTa4 = Gpdcaqj4 for some q = q(A, Z, <p). 
Note in (CIII) that Z # 0 forces @ to be a domain, so it has the usual field of 
fractions, and moreover the canonical imbedding A -+‘A, is at least an 
injection on Z (its kernel is Tar(A) = {a 1 aa = 0 for some a + 0}, and 
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Tar(A) f-~ Z = 0 by torsion-freeness of I). It turns out to be crucial in the 
local case not to demand that A be globally torsion-free. For the radical 
chain we postulate 
(RI) for each (A, Z, @) E ‘+? we have a decreasing sequence of 
subspaces R&4, Z, @) of I; 
(RII) .W respects surgery: if n: A -+K is the canonical projection on 
A= A/Y/A or A/@, , then 
(RIII) 9 respects localization: if i: A -+ A, is the canonical imbedding 
of A in its algebra of fractions, then 
(RIV) 9 is related to multiplication: for each integer n there is an 
integer f(n) = f(n, A, Z, @) > n and a set Mn = Jn(A, Z, @) of linear transfor- 
mations on A, such that (i) Rfcn, cd”R,,, (ii) JnA c R,, (iii) &U, = 0; 
(RV) for each n there is an integer g(n) = g(n, A, Z, @) such that 
a/3R,,=O=spR,cI,c@pla. 
Note that the radical chain and annihilators all live in 1. In many cases 5%’ 
will consist of ideals, but in the most important case, where 9 is the 
nilpotence chain R, = I”, the subspaces R, are ideals in Z but not even inner 
ideals in A. 
4.1. EXAMPLE. If we are dealing with linear algebras or triple systems, 
the annihilator 
(LA) Gi’&A,Z, @)= {zEZ(Rz=O) 
satisfies AI, AII, AI11 (for p = 1); here @, = 0 so RIV(iii) is automatic, as is 
RV for g(n) = n. For our class $9 we may take 
(LC) Q consists of all triples (A, Z, @) where Z is an ideal having 
some homomorphism and localization-invariant property 9 in an algebra A 
from some homogeneous variety Y, such that either (i) A has act on ideas 
of A contained in Z, or (ii) A has dcc on ideals of A in Z and also act on 
ideals Zn,o = {zEZ(azEflA]. 
Here we need to take the L=,q’s to guarantee the act on gu = I, ,,‘s is 
preserved under surgery (in A = A/@, or A/Y/A we have Z,,,(A) = Zb,,&A) 
or Z,,,dA); note in A, we have Z,,, (AF) = 0 if 0 = 0 and =ZF if 0 # 0). 
Since any quotient A/K inherits act or dcc and stays in Y, and Z/K inherits 
9 by homomorphism-invariance, we see CI, CII hold; similarly A, inherits 
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act or dcc and stays in T by homogeneity, while I, retains .Y by 
localization-invariance, so CIII holds. CIV is automatic from the act or dcc; 
CV(i) is automatic from the act, but the dcc does not yield CV(ii) (as 
a/U = aI need not imply G?(aDjV = G!,,, since the definition of (P%, makes no 
reference to I); so we must add it to our assumptions on g. 
In the global case I = A (or the local case in the variety of alternative or 
associative algebras) a different choice of annihilator 
(LA’) @#,I,@)= {zEIIRzl=RIz=O} 
avoids this imperfection in the dcc case. If A is not alternative, this defines 
an ideal in general only when I = A; when it does yield an ideal as in AI 
then AII-AI11 are automatic (with p = l), and RV is automatic (with 
g(n) = n). As class we take GF as before, except that we need only assume A 
has (i’) act in Z or (ii’) dcc in I; then CI-CIV hold, as does CV (in the dcc 
case (ii’) we have a1 = ~1* CPI, = QY with q = 1). Thus as long as we are 
willing to consider only the global case I = A, we can get by with one of the 
chain conditions. 
As examples of radical chains 9 we may take 
(LRl) left nilpotent chain R,(A, I, @) = Z(n*L) = Lyd, 
(LR2) right nilpotent chain R&4, I, @) = I(“*R) = Rya, 
(LR3) nilpotent chain R,(A, Z, @) = I”, 
(LR4) strong nilpotent chain R,(A, I, 0) = IcnTA), 
(LR5) solvable chain R,(A, I, @) = D”(I) (D(K) = K*). 
Here RI-RI11 are clear, and in RIV we may take (1) An = L:, f(n) = 2n; 
(2) dn = R;, f(n) = 2n; (3) Mm =X,(I)“, f(n) = 2” (or even f (1) = 1, 
f(n) = 1 + 2”-* since f(n + 1) = 2f(n) - 1 shows in any product xy with 
>f(n + I) factors from 1, one of x or y must already have >f(n) factors 
from I); (4) & =&(I; A)“, f(n) = 2” for ./(I; A) the ideal of 
multiplications in d(A) generated by MA(Z), i.e., by the L,, R, for x E I; (5) 
An =&(D”(I))dA(I), f(n) = n + 1 since D”+‘(I) = D”(I) LyyI) c 
L D”W44 w I 
4.2. EXAMPLE. If we are dealing with quadratic Jordan algebras J, in 
order to obtain AIII(i), we must slightly modify the Zelmanov annihilator to 
obtain something linear in R: 
(QA) 6Y,(J, I, @) = {z E I ( 07(z) = 0} for J(z) = UJ + U,z + {z&T). 
This almost coincides with 
Zann,(aZ)= {zEI~~U,I=RZU,z=R{zlJ) =0} 
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except for the squares in U,J (note Gn c Zann,(GZ) c a,~). Here a29(z) cz 
t3(az) c d(z) shows 
C&@**ZE@&, z E CT!, =s az E (7, ; 
so AIII(ii) holds for p = 2 and AIII(i) holds. AI1 is clear, and AI holds since 
an argument coinciding with the proof of Proposition 1.4 except for a factor 
D shows that 6!!* is an ideal of J. 
We take as our class 
(QC) @ consists of all (J, Z, @) where Z is an ideal having some 
homomorphism and localization-invariant property 9 in a quadratic Jordan 
algebra J having act or dcc on all ideals contained in I. 
It is clear that any quotient J/K retains the act or dcc, and Z/K retains 9; 
so CI-CII hold. Similarly .ZF retains the act or dcc and IF retains 9; so CIII 
holds. CIV is clear: if J has act on all ideals inside Z, it has act on all R,I; 
so CIV(ii) holds, while if J has dcc in Z, then it has dcc on all a,,; so 
CIV(i) holds. Similarly CV holds: if J has act in Z, it has act on all fled,; so 
CV(i) holds, while if J has dcc in Z, then it has dcc on all al, and 
furthermore if al = YZ, then a’Z= y2Z, a’.?‘(z) = y2T(z), and CT,, = @;,, for 
q = 2, so CV(ii) holds. 
As radical chains we may take 
(QRl) nilpotent chain R,(J, Z, @) = I”, 
(QR2) strong nilpotent chain R,(J, Z, @) = Z(“*J), 
(QR3) solvable chain R,(J, Z, @) = D”(Z) (D(K) = U, K), 
(QR4) Penico-solvable chain R,(J, Z, @) = P”(Z) (P(K) = U,J). 
Here RI, RII, and RI11 are clear. For (RIV) we have (1) ,Nn =.Mj(Z)n. 
f(n) = 2n + 2 (by 4512); (2) Mn =d(Z; J)“,f(n) = 2n + 2; (3) .& = UD”(,), 
f(n) = n + 1 since D”(Z) Q J; (4) An = (Ipnt,) + VPn,,j,J, f(n) = n + 2 since 
p”(Z) (1 J (note P”+‘(Z) = U,,“+,(Ij J is spanned by elements UL;o.)ob = 
WJdJxb~ V’“+‘V) and UUtx,o,yb= VUtx,o,b~= K.oVx,b~-WJ,,n~~ 
(by 457) E V,,,P”+ ‘(I) - U,P”+ ‘(I) for’ x E P”(Z), y E Pnt ‘(I), a, b E J). 
RV will follow from the definition (QA) of the annihilator and the property 
(RV’) u~g,,~~u~) Jc &(J+ 13 @I+ 
In cases (2~(4) we may trivially take g(n) = n since the R, are ideals in J. 
However, in the nilpotent case (1) the power I” of an ideal Z (1 J is not 
necessarily even an inner ideal in J. In this case we take g(n) = 4n, in view of 
4.3. LEMMA. Zf Z a J, then U,,,J c I”. 
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Proof. For any subideal K (1 I (1 J we have 
u 4(,,nK J c K + U: UK J. (*) 
Indeed, MJ(I)“K is spanned by elements of the form V,z or U,z for x E I, 
z EdJ(I)“-‘K c K, and by 457, 453, and linearized QJ4 we have 
UP, = ux u, + u, ux + vx u* VI - U”(x,r,r 9 
U U(x)r = ux uz ux 3 
u U(x)z,k = ux.k ‘,,I - vk,z ux, 
U x0r.k = ux,k vz + ‘k vz,x - vk,x vx, 
where all of these terms except U,U, map J into K (since they involve a 
multiplication of I on 1 followed by a multiplication of I with at least one 
factor in K); by induction on z E M’fl”-‘K we obtain (*). For the 
particular case K = I” we get UM.,l,,,,HJ c I”, and since 14” cM~(~)~“-‘I c 
d,(l)“l” by QJ 12, the lemma follows. 14 
4.4. Remark. Actually, if J has dcc on ideals Zann(a,) or al inside I, 
then CV(i) holds as well as CV(ii): if we choose a # 0 with minimal 
Zann,(csl,) or minimal aI, then up # 0 implies aZc Zann,(a,,) (either 
aZ c Zann,(02,) = Zann,(G!,,) by minimality of Zann,(a,), or a1 = apl c 
Zann,(fl,,) by minimality of a1), hence CPI,, c ap1,2 (z E Gsl,, * ale 
Zann,(0L’,& c Zann,(z) + z E Zann,(&) c a,,), therefore Gp1,~ is maximal 
among flaly (a* # 0 by semiprimeness of @, and any aa+, for a2y # 0 has 
mazy= apI,, c @,I by the above, so aazY= aC,z). Thus in the quadratic 
Jordan case we can replace the either-or formulation of CV by the single 
case CV(i) and avoid assuming the q-condition. It would be desirable to 
show the act on all ideals Zann(@,,) or a,,1 implies CIV(i), so we could 
replace CIV by the single case CIV(i). (One gets Go, with G!,, = UPIRo+,2 for 
all relevant o, but this does not suffice.) I 
Thus in the cases of interest we have a, g’, 9 satisfying the given 
postulates. Now we show these postulates suffice for reduction. 
4.5. SCALAR REDUCTION THEOREM [8, pp.7QO-702). If(C2’, %“, 9)is a 
reduction system such that the .%-chain terminates for all triples 
(A, I, @) E Q for which Q, is a j?efd, then the g-chain terminate for all 
(A, I, @) E Q with arbitrary @. 
Proof. Assume the S-chain terminates for al1 triples over fields, but that 
there exists some (A, I, @) E G? for which the 9-chain does not terminate. If 
we define an ideal 
R(A, I, @) = {a E @ ( a”R,(A, Z, @) = 0 for some n, m}, (1) 
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then the condition that the s-chain terminate, R, = 0, is precisely the 
condition that 1 lie in 0, i.e., 0 = @. We will derive a contradiction from 
R < @. 
We begin by using CIV ,to show that there are uniform bounds on the n, m 
in the definition (1) of 0, 
aNR, = 0 for some N, M. (2) 
The idea is to replace 0 by a finite set Ll,, since uniform bounds are easy for 
a,,. If CIV(i) holds, there exists a minimal Gpl,, for Q, = {w,,..., q} finite, 
and if CIV(ii) holds there exists a maximal QJ. Since 0, is finite, by 
decreasingness RI and the delinition of 0 we can choose M,, so large that 
coyRMo = 0 for all wi ,..., wt in 0,; hence 
@R,, = 0 (N= Mot) (24 
(any product of N = M,,t factors ui contains at least one factor repeated M, 
times). We claim the extremality of Sa, implies either 
(i) a,,=GY, or (ii) a,1 = i2I. (2b) 
Indeed, in case (i) if a,, > CPI,, then there would exist z E QZ,,, with z 6 IPI,, 
so by AI1 z & @71, for some o E 0; but then a,,, = R, U {w} is still finite, 
and zU&,, by AII, whence cslnOO < a,, contradicts minimality of QI,,,. 
Similarly, in case (ii) L?J < QZ would imply &,I < &Z for some 
Go,, = 0, U {o}, contradicting maximality of Q,Z. We claim that exchanging 
Q<s for R’s in (2a) via (2b) leads to 
L’kO;-kR,, = 0 for some M,. (2c) 
Here k = 0 is just (2a), and if (2~) holds for a particular k, then for k + 1 in 
case (i) we have f20{12kL?~-(k+‘)R~~} = 0 =+ 12kf2~-(k+ ‘)RgtMkj c (PI,, = fZn 
(by RV, (2b(i)), remembering all R, c I) * L?k+l$-‘k+ifRftgtM~bJ c 
d&t{Sd(L2ki?~-‘k+ “R g(MkJ I (by RWN c -G.,kj WL I c-K&, 1% I (by 
AIII(i)) = 0 (by RIV(iii)), so (2~) holds for k + 1 with Mk+, = f(g(M,)), 
while in case (ii) ok+ ‘f2t-(kt ‘)RftMkj c fJ”~~-“-‘~~~(S)R~~) (by 
RIV(i)) c Q”L&-“-‘J&&I) (by (2b)(ii) since R, = 4 = 
Q”@‘-“J&,(J) cA’~A’~-~R~~ (by RIV(ii)) = 0 (by (2c)), so (2~) holds for 
k + 1 with M k+i =f(Mk). Taking k = N in (2~) yields (2) for M = MN: 
Next, we use CI to reduce to the case Q = 0. By CI we have (&& @) = 
(A/J24 I/U, Q/L!) E V for 6 # 0 if Q < @, and we claim this triple has 
6= L@, f, 5) = 0. Suppose a E @ has a E fi, i.e., &“R,(& 4 6) = F for 
some m, n. Since 9 is decreasing by RI, we may as well assume m > M in 
(2). By RI1 we have n(a”R,,,)c~T”~~ =8, so a”R,c Ker: 
a”R,cQA @a) 
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Once we can create one factor R, we can create as many as we please: 
ankR~(,,,) c LlkR, for all k > 0. (3b) 
Indeed, k = 0 is trivial, and if true for k then for k + 1 we have 
aflfk+‘)Rp+fC,,,, c anMfktmj(ankR& (by RIV(i)) c anJ&&?kR,,J (by 
induction W) = .RkJ&,da”KJ = fi”J&,#W (by (34) = 
Dk+‘&,,,(A) c Qk t’R,+t*(mJ (by RIV(ii)) c fiktlR, (since fk(m) > m by 
RIV, and 9 is decreasing by RI). But then setting k = N in (3b) yields 
anNRP(,,,) c PR,,, c flNR, = 0 by (2) and our assumption m >M, so by 
definition (1) we have a E B and 6 = 0 in $ = Q/Q. 
Finally, we use CV to reduce to the case where R = 0 and in addition Z is 
torsion-free. Assume (A, Z, @) E g is given with R = 0. Note that in this 
case @ is necessarily semiprime: if y is nilpotent, y” = 0, then y”R, = 0 3 
yE R = O=s- y=O. In case CV(i) we can choose a# 0 with iargest #!a 
(4 f 0 =j gaB = @,I, and in case CV(ii) an a # 0 with smallest al 
(a/l # 0 =+- apl= aZ). Applying CII (dividing out by OT,, where q = 1 in case 
(i) or as given in case (ii)) and then CI (dividing out by YA for Y = ai = --- 
1~ E @ I w = Ol), we arrive at (A, I, @) E Q for x= A/G?,, + YA, 5 = Q/Y? 
By AIII(i) and the definition of Y we have 
a9(LTay + YA) c (2,. (4) 
We claim (2, z 55) still has d = Ti, but in addition f# 0 is torsion-free over 
5. Indeed, if j%=ofor ET+0 (YE@, zEZ), then yzEKern=@*,+ YA 
so a9yz E G?i by (4), therefore by AIII(ii) z E ataQtiP c a,,,. Since jj # 0 
we have y 6$ Y so ay # 0, hence (ay)p9 # 0 by semiprimeness of Cp, in case (i) 
we have Qtufiw= a,, in case (ii) we have (ay)PZ= al, and hence by 
hypothesis G!(rr,,,Pq = G?,,. But then in both cases z E LXcaMM = @,,, contrary 
to P # 0. But once 1 is torsion-free we get d = 0 (and hence f ;t: iT), since if 
p# iT lies in L@, 4 s), then pR,,,(& 4 @) = 0 (by definition (1) of L!) 
forces E,,, = 0 by torsion-freeness on z hence by RI1 R,(A, Z, (P) c 
Ker n = (Xaq + YA, so aqR, c a, by (4). But then aqRI(,,,, cUR,(a”R,) (by 
RIV(i)) c.J~(G’,) = 0 (by RIV(iii)), and a E f2(A, Z, @) = 0, contradicting 
our choice of a # 0. 
Thus we have reached a torsion-free triple with Q = 0. But this is 
simpossible by localization: by CIII such a triple (A, Z, @) would imbed in 
its triple of fractions (AF, IF, F) E ‘%, and since by hypothesis the mdicui 
chain terminates for triples over fields we would get R,(AF, IF, F) = 0 for 
some m, hence R,(A, Z, @) = 0 by RIII and injectivity of localization i on Z 
so 1 E 0, contrary to L? = 0. I 
In ew of Examples 4.1 and 4.2 of reduction systems we have 
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4.6. PROPOSITION. If a homomorphism and localization invariant 
property 9 implies nilpotence (respectively strong nilpotence, solvability, or 
Penico-solvability) of ideals I in quadratic Jordan @-algebras having act or 
dcc on ideals contained in I when @ is afield, then 9 implies the same for 
arbitrary @. I 
4.7. PROPOSITION. If a homomorphism and localization invariant 
property .Y implies nilpotence (respectively left nilpotence, right nilpotence, 
strong nilpotence, or solvability) of ideals I in a homogeneous variety of 
linear algebras or triple systems A having act or dcc on ideals contained in I 
(and, tf A is not alternative and I # A and @ is semiprime, A has act on all 
In a-IRA) when @ is afield, then 9 implies the same for arbitrary @. I 
Taking the property 9 to be nilness, we see that if nil implies nilpotent 
over fields then it implies nilpotent over arbitrary rings. 
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